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Abstract. In the second part of this work, we formulate a new inductive assertion method applying 
to the class of nondeterministic flowchart programs with recursive procedures studied in part 1. 
Using results on unfolding proved in part 1, we prove that his method is sound and complete with a 
finite number of assertions. We study four notions of correctness: two notions of partial correctness 
(existential nd universal) and the corresponding otions of total correctness. We also formalize 
two notions of extension and equivalence ( xistential nd universal) in the second-order p edicate 
calculus. 
6. Introduction 
In par t  1 of this work  1, we have stud ied the semant ics  of a class of nondetermin is t i c  
f lowchart  p rograms with recurs ive procedures .  The  main result  estab l i shed in par t  1 
states that every  nondetermin is t i c  f lowchart  p rogram with recurs ive procedures  can 
be unfo lded  into a semant ica l ly  equ iva lent  inf inite f lowchart  wi thout  procedures .  
This  result  is used in part  2 of this work  to prove  the soundness  of an induct ive 
assert ion method apply ing to the class of p rograms def ined and stud ied in par t  1. We 
also prove that  this ver i f icat ion method is complete  with a finite number  of assert ions 
(contrary to De  Bakker  and Meer tens 's  method [7]). 
6.1. The inductive assertion method 
On the surface, there appears to be some disagreement i  the literature on the 
possibility of a complete inductive assertion method for Algol-like programs with 
recursive procedures. On the one hand, in their fundamental paper [7], De Bakker 
and Meertens formulate an inductive assertion method for a class Of monadic 
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parameterless recursive programs and prove its soundness and completeness, pro- 
vided an infinite pattern of assertions i used. They also exhibit an example showing 
that an infinite number of assertions i  actually necessary. On the other hand, using a 
different model Greibach [14] suggests a method with a finite number of assertions 
which is claimed, without proof, to be sound and complete. In this paper, expanding 
Greibach's idea [14], we formulate an extension of the inductive assertion method 
with a finite number of assertions and prove its soundness and completeness. In the 
model of De Bakker and Meertens, programs may use only one variable and 
assertions or predicates too are required to be monadic. Hence, in their system, one 
cannot use assertions relating the different values of the program variable at different 
stages of the computation. A model which allows any finite number of variables in the 
program and in the assertions allows one to store intermediate values and to write 
assertions relating the values of variables at different points in the computation, and 
this is why a finite number of assertions can be sufficient in such a model. To the best 
of our knowledge, this is the first time that such a method is formulated and justified 
rigorously for nondeterministic flowchart programs with recursive procedures ( ee 
the paragraph below for further comments). 
Our generalization of the inductive assertion method to nondeterministic pro- 
grams has been greatly influenced by the work of Ashcroft and Manna [3] and Manna 
[28, 30, 31]. In particular, our derivation of the verification conditions follows the 
backward substitution method presented in[28, 31]. The influence of De Bakker and 
Meertens [7] and Greibach [14] is also evident and indeed, the results of this paper 
could not have been obtained without heir prior work. 
This work has benefited from the following studies of the inductive assertion 
method: [3, 9, 10, 29, 30, 31] on flowchart programs without procedures but possibly 
nondeterminism; [6, 7] on monadic recursive programs; [14] on deterministic 
flowchart programs with procedures. 
Related investigations onformal systems for proving properties of programs have 
been made by Apt and De Bakker [1], Apt and Meertens [2], Clarke [4, 5], Gorelick 
[13], Harel [17, 18, 19, 20], Harel and Pratt [21], Harel, Meyer and Pratt [22], Harel, 
Pnueli and Stavi [23, 24], Lipton [27] and Pratt [35]. However, except for [24] where 
an inductive assertion method is studied and [20] which is discussed below, the above 
papers differ in many respects from our work and we now clarify some of these 
differences. 
First, the papers listed above are concerned with the soundness and relative 
completeness of deductive systems and do not study an inductive assertion method in 
the sense of [28] or [7]. Second, they deal with structured programs where no GOTO 
instructions are allowed, and none of these papers deals with a class of programs as 
general as ours where both recursion and unrestricted nondeterminism are allowed. 
In fact, only Harel, Pnueli and Stavi [23, 24] allow nondeterminism via relational 
assignments, but they do not allow nondeterministic choice points. Our work is also 
more general since we study two forms of partial correctness due to Manna [31], 
existential correctness and universal correctness, which allows us to give a thorough 
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treatment of total correctness as well. Third and perhaps more essential, relative 
completeness results obtained for deductive systems and our completeness result 
obtained for an inductive assertion method are not equivalent, since the concept of 
completeness i  not the same in the two cases. 
Harel [20] contains a thorough and very interesting study of nondeterministic 
recursive programs in the framework of Dynamic Logic. Many concepts of correct- 
ness are studied and existential nd universal correctness are expressible in dynamic 
logic. Since Harel [20] does not study explicitly an inductive assertion method, it is 
difficult to say whether the soundness and completeness results found in his work 
have a direct bearing on the results presented here. Matters are further complicated 
by the fact that in Harel's model, procedures are parameterless and do not appear to 
have local variables, which in our opinion might cause substantial differences. In any 
case, we think that it is premature to make any judgement until a thorough 
comparison is made. 
We believe that the method presented here is a rather natural and simple extension 
of Floyd's method to programs with recursive procedures, the main new ingredients 
being the introduction of input and output assertions characterizing each procedure 
and of special assertions around procedure calls similar to the usual oop invariants. 
Rules such as the rule of recursion and the rule of adaptation [25, 26] are not 
necessary (although implicit in the proofs) and, in our opinion, this is a significant 
advantage of our method over the axiomatic approach. 
Resulting from discussions with A. Pnueli and D. Harel, it appears that the 
suggestion that additional variables are necessary to guarantee the complete- 
ness of a verification method in the presence of recursion has first been made by 
Greibach [14] (at least in writing). Variants of this idea involving the notions of 
auxiliary variables or freezing of variables are crucial to most of the papers listed 
above. 
We now describe briefly the contents of part 2. In Section 6.2 we review the 
familiar concepts of partial correctness, total correctness and termination. Following 
[30], we note that in the case of nondeterminis'tic programs, the concept of partial 
correctness can be refined since, for any input, the execution tree may contain 
more than one success path. For simplicity, we only consider the two extreme 
cases of existential correctness and universal correctness. Existential correct- 
ness consists in requiring that some path in the execution tree be correct while 
universal correctness requires all paths in the execution tree to be correct for all 
inputs. 
In Section 6.3 we present the algorithm to construct what we call the correctness 
formulae. Intuitively, given an input predicate ~b and an output predicate ~, the 
correctness formulae are first-order predicate formulae constructed from the 
function and predicate symbols occurring in the underlying scheme of the program 
and also containing a finite collection of unknown predicate symbols called inductive 
assertions. The fundamental properties of the correctness formulae are the 
following: 
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(1) If there exists an assignment of predicates to the unknown predicate symbols 
making the formula true for all inputs in the domain of the interpretation 3~, then the 
program is partially correct with respect o ~b and ~. 
We usually call this property the soundness or consistency of the method. 
(2) If the program is partially correct with respect to ~b and ~b, then there exists an 
assignment ofpredicates to the unknown predicate symbols making the formula true 
for all inputs in the domain of the interpretation 5~. 
This is usually referred to as the completeness of the method. 
In Section 7 we prove the soundness of our method. In Section 8 we establish the 
completeness of the method by verifying that a particular choice of assertions makes 
the formulae true. In Section 9 we derive a number of other results on total 
correctness, termination, extension and equivalence from the main theorem of the 
previous ection. 
6.2. Existential and universal correctness 
Let (a, J )  be a program, where a = (ao . . . .  , a~) is a scheme with main procedure 
C~o and ~r is an interpretation. Let s be the input variables of or0 and ~? be the output 
variables. Let ~b(s be a predicate called an input predicate and r163 ~) be a predicate 
called an output predicate. Recall that for a SUCCESS execution path zr and an 
input ~ we let ~r(~) denote the output associated with path zr for input ~ Following 
[30], We define partial existential correctness and partial universal correctness as 
follows. 
Definition 6.2.1. (i) A program (o~, ~) is partially 3-correct for input ~" with respect 
to ~b and ~ if the truth of ~b (~) implies that either there exists an infinite execution 
path for input ~ or a FAILURE execution path for input ~ or a SUCCESS execution 
path zr such that ~,(~ 4) holds for the output state ~ -- zr (~). This may be abbreviated 
as pc3(qb, (a, ~), ~ )(~). 
(ii) A program (a, 5~) is partially V-correct for input ~with respect to ~b and ~b if the 
truth of ~b(~) implies that, for all SUCCESS execution paths ~r for input ~, ~(~', 4) 
holds for the output state ~ = ~r(~). This may be abbreviated as pcV(~b, (a, 5~), r
We also define total existential correctness and total universal correctness in the 
following way. 
Definition 6.2.2. (i) A program (a, 5~) is totally 3-correct for input ~with respect to 
~b and ~ if the truth of ~b (~) implies that there exists a SUCCESS execution path for 
input ~ and ff(~, 4) holds for the output state ~ = ~-(~). 
(ii) A program (a, 5~) is totally V-correct for input ~with respect to ~b and r if the 
truth of ~b (~) implies that every execution path zr for input ~ is a SUCCESS path and 
for every such path ~-, r  4) holds for the output r~ = ~'(~). 
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Finally, we define weak termination and strong termination with respect o input 
predicate ~b. 
Definition 6.2.3. (i) A program (a, ~r weakly terminates for input ~" with respect to 
~b if the truth of ~b (~) implies the existence of a SUCCESS.execution path for input 
(ii) A program (t~, J )  strongly terminates for input ~with respect to ~b if the truth of 
~b (~) implies that all execution paths for input ~ are SUCCESS paths. 
The previous definitions were stated relative to a fixed input ~ We also have the 
following definitions of partial correctness and total correctness for all input in the 
domain of an interpretation ~. 
Definition 6.2.4. Let (~, ~) be a program, ~b(~) be an input predicate and ~(~, 2) be 
an output predicate. We have the following definitions: 
(1) (a, ~r is partially 3-correct with respect o ~b and ~b if for all input ~ in the 
domain of ~, (a, ~) is partially 3-correct for input s ? with respect o 4~ and ~b. 
(2) (~, ,~) is partially V-correct with respect o ~b and ~b if for all input ~ in the 
domain of .,~, (a, .~) is partially V-correct for input ~ with respect o ~b and ~. 
(3) (a, ~) is totally d-correct with respect to ~b and ~b if for all input ( in  the domain 
of J ,  (a, J )  is totally d-correct for input ~ with respect o ~b and ~. 
(4) (a, J )  is totally V-correct with respect to ~b and ~b if for all input ~in the domain 
of J ,  (a, J )  is totally V-correct for input (wi th  respect o ~b and ~. 
The following lemma relating partial correctness, total correctness and termina- 
tion has been shown in [30]. 
Lemma 6.2.5. Let (a, ~) be a program, q~(s be an input predicate and ~b(s 2) be an 
output predicate. The following holds: 
(1) (a, ~) is totally V-correct for input ( with respect o ~ and ~ if and only if the truth 
of 4~ (~) implies that (a, ~) is not partially d-correct for input ~ witl~ respect to true and 
(2) ( a, ~ ) is totally d-correct[or input ~ with respect o ~ and ~ if and only if the truth 
of qb(() implies that (o~, ~) is not partially V-correct with respect o true and ~.  
(3) ( a, ~ ) weakly terminates for input ( with respect to ~b if and only if ( a, ~ ) is totally 
3-correct for input ~ with respect o qb and true. 
(4) (a, ~) strongly terminates for input ~ with respect o ~b if and only if (or, ~) is 
totally V-correct]or input ~ with respect o qb and true. 
The previous lemma shows that the notions of total correctness and of termination 
reduce to the two notions of partial 3-correctness and partial V-correctness and 
therefore, we now concentrate on the problem of formulating a method for proving 
partial 3-correctness and partial V-correctness. 
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6.3. Construction of the correctness formulae 
Given a program (t~, or an input assertion q~ and an output assertion ~b, we show 
how to construct formulae W~ (qb, ~v, Q) and W v (qb, ~, Q) containing unknown 
predicate symbols ~, # and (~, formalizing the partial 3-correctness and the partial 
V-correctness of the program (s, ~) with respect o ~b and ~ in the following sense. 
A program (s, ~r is partially 3-correct with respect to ~b and $ if and only if there 
exists an assignment of predicates to the unknown predicate symbols ~, ~F and t~ 
making the formula W~ (~, gt, Q) true in the domain of the interpretation ,~. 
Similarly, (a, ,9) is partially V-correct with respect to $ and ~b if and only if there 
exists an assignment of predicates to the unknown predicate symbols qb, W and (), 
making the formula W v (~, ~, Q) true in the domain of the interpretation ~.
The algorithm is the extension of the method presented in [28, 31] to nondeter- 
ministic flowchart programs-with recursive procedures. 
We will follow the usual convention for denoting formulae with free variables, 
whereby for any arbitrary relation symbol Q, the expression Q($, ~) denotes a 
formula whose free variables are among the variables $ and ~. If ~? = (z~ . . . . .  z,), we 
let 3~ abbreviate ~zt 9 9 ::]z, and ~'~ abbreviate Vzt 9 9 9 Vz,. 
We now describe in detail the algorithm to construct the correctness formulae. In 
this algorithm we assume that the vectors of input variables $o, ~?~ . . . . .  Sm are all 
distinct. 
Algorithm 6.3,1 (Construction of the correctness formulae) 
Step 1: Choice of cutpoints. For every procedure al, 0 ~ i ~< N, including the main 
procedure a0, choose a set of cutpoints Ci satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) The entry in and the exit out of procedure si are in Ci. 
(ii) Every loop in procedure s, contains at least one point in C,. 
(iii) Every node just before or just after a procedure call in procedure s~ belongs 
to Ci. 
Step 2: Assignment of inductive assertions. For every procedure a~, 0~ < i ~<N, 
including the main procedure So, atomic formulae are attached to all cutpoints in C~ 
with the following restrictions: 
(i) To the entry of si is assigned an atomic formula q~(2~) and to the exit of a,- is 
assigned an atomic formula ~(~i, ~), where ~,. and W; are new input and output 
predicate symbols. 
(ii) To every cutpoint c distinct from the entry or the exit of a~ and not just before 
or just after a procedure call is assigned an atomic formula Qc (Y,,)7~) where Oc is a 
new predicate symbol. 
(iii) For every pair cl, c2, where c~ is the source and c2 the target of an edge e 
labeled with a procedure call of the form Pj(a; 15) with 1 <~j~N (since the main 
procedure s0 is never called), we associate formulae as follows. 
Let 9 be the set of variables (~; w )7~) - (t~ w fi), that is, the set of input and local 
variables which are not actual parameters of the procedure call. Recall that t7 and 
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are disjoint sets of variables and that the actual input parameters t2are unchanged 
during execution of the procedure call. Therefore, the variables ~7 u ~ are unchanged 
during execution of the procedure call. Then, to cl is attached a formula Qe(t2, if) ^  
~j(ff) and to c2 is attached a formula Qe(a, ~) ^  gti(a, ~), where Qe (t~, ~) is a formula 
called a procedure invariant, Q~ being a new predicate symbol and ~i and ~Fi are the 
input and output predicate symbols associated with procedure oq at Step 2(i). 
The purpose of the formula Qe(a, ~') is to transmit information across the 
procedure call, namely the relationship holding among the variables of t7 u ~ just 
before the call. Since the variables in t7 w v~ are unchanged uring execution of the 
procedure call, the same relationship holds in c2 and we will see that it is crucial to 
have this information in c2 to guarantee the completeness of the method. Indeed, we 
will exhibit an example showing that the method is incomplete if the predicate Qe is 
omitted (that is, taken to be the constant predicate T). The purpose of the predicates 
~bj(tT) and ~i(a, f) is to make sure that the procedure oq is partially correct with 
respect o the input and output predicates assigned to ~j and ~j for input the value of 
the variables t7 just before the call. These are also indispensable to the completeness 
of the method. In the formalism used by De Bakker and Meertens [7], programs have 
a single variable and one can only write assertions about the current value of this 
variable. Consequently, it is not possible in their model to write assertions similar to 
our procedure invariants or similar to the output predicates ~i(a, t3). This explains 
why an infinite number of assertions i needed to guarantee the completeness of their 
method. 
Step 3: Partition every procedure into a set of finite subtrees. For every procedure o~i, 
0 ~ i <~N, including the main procedure a0, form a set T~ of finite subtrees of al, 
where the root and the leaves of every tree are cutpoints in Ci, no interior node of a 
tree is a cutpoint and no edge in a tree is labeled with a procedure call. The sets T,- are 
constructed in such a way that every edge not labeled with a procedure call in o~i 
belongs to at least one tree in the set T,-. 
Step 4 : Construct he verification conditions. For every procedut~e o~i, 0 ~< i <~ N and 
for every tree T in the set T,- of trees associated with a~, we construct two formulae 
denoted W~-(qt,.)(s and WV(~i)(s which are used in the construction of the final 
correctness formulae. The verification conditions W~-(q~)(~i) and WV(gri)($i) are 
constructed inductively, starting from the leaves of the tree T and proceeding bottom 
up to the root. With every node n of the tree T are associated two formulae denoted 
3 - R~ (x,)7) and RV(s )7) which are computed according to the following algorithm. 
(A) Initialization o/the algorithm. For every leaf n of the tree T, the formulae 
3 - V - R,  (x,)7) and R,, (x,)7) are defined in the following way. 
Case 1: Node n is distinct from the exit of procedure a~. Then, R~(J?, )7)- 
V - R,  (x, )7) - Q, (s )7), where Q,(s )7) is the inductive assertion attached to the cut- 
point n. 
3 - V Case 2: Node n is the exit of procedure ai. Then, Rn(x ,~)=-R , (s  
~i(s ~?),where ~(~,  ~) is the output assertion attached to the exit of procedure o~. 
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(B) Inductive step. For  every node n in the tree T which is not a leaf and has 
exactly k successors nl . . . . .  nk (k >1 1), R~ (2,)7) is constructed f rom the formulae 
R,3,(2,9) . . . . .  R~k(2,9)  and RV(2,)7) is constructed from the formulae 
~ V RV,( 2, Y),. nk(2, y) as explained below, depending on the nature of n. 
(i) Node n is the source of a functional assignment: 
1 
)7.-f(2, 9) n 
n l  
Then,  we have 
3 - 3 - 
R.  (x,)7) f(2, 9)) and Y) f(2, 9)). R. ,  (x, RV (2, v - - =- -R , , , (x ,  
(ii) Node n is the source of a relational assignment: 
1 
)71~F(2, )7) n 
J, n l  
Then,  we have 
3 - 3 - 
R n (x, 9)-- -391(F(2, )7, )71) ^  R . ,  (x, 91)) 
and 
'v' - - ::D ~" - 
R.  (x,)7) ---- Vyl(F(2,  )7, y,) R.1 (x,)71)). 
(iii) Node  n is the source of a filter test: 
/ 
p(2, )7) n [ 
n l  ~. 
Then,  we have 
3 - - 3 V R n (x,)7) ----- (p(2, y) ~R.~ (2, )7)) and R v (2 , )7 ) -  (p(2, 9) D R ~, (2,)7)). 
(iv) Node n is the source of a null statement:  
n 
n l  
Then,  we have 3 _ _ 3 v _ v _ R n (x, (2, and R,, (x, y ) -R .  1 )7) )7)-- R ~1 (x, )7). 
(v) Node n is the source of a choice point (k >12): 
/'l 
I1 k 
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It is convenient to introduce fictitious nodes n ~ . . . .  , n ~, and represent the above tree 
in the following way: 
n 
~1 ql~ nk  
Each edge from n) to n i has the same label as the edge from n to n i. 
With every fictitious node n~ are associated two formulae R~ (2, 37) and R v (2, 37) 
which are obtained as specified in (B)(i), (B)(ii) and (B)(iv). (Recall that the edges 
originating from n must be labeled either with functional assignments or relational 
assignments or the null statement.) 
Then, we have 
k k 
R~(2,)7)-- k~ R~(2, 37) and RV(2, 37)- /~ RV(2,)7). 
i=1  i=1  
(vi) Node n is the source of a binary test: 
n 
P ~ '  ~) 
n I d ~ n 2 
Then, we have 
=:1 _ 3 R ,, (x, 37) - if p(2, 37) then R~ (2, 37) else R.~ (2, 37) 
and 
V -- V - -  R.(x, 37) =-- if p(s 37) then RVl (2,)7) else R ~2 (x, 37). 
(C) End of the construction. If n is the root of the tree T, W~-(~F~)(2~) and 
wV(gri)(2i) are defined as follows. 
Case 1 : Node n is not the entry of procedure a~. Then, we have 
W~(g '3(2 i )~V37(Q. (~,  ; )  3 - R.  (xi, 37)) 
and 
wV(gtl)(s ;) R,(x,, )7)), 
where Q, (2, 37) is the inductive assertion attached to the cutpoint n. 
Case 2: Node n is the entry of prodecure oti. Then we have 
W~-(~I ' i ) (~,)=-  3 -  v v -  Rl,~(xi) and WT(~i)=Rin(xi). 
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Finally, to every procedure a~, 0 -< i ~< N, we assign two formulae W 3 (4,., ~)(2~) and 
W v ~, (4i, ~i)(2i) defined by: 
and 
w],  (4 ,  ~)(~,) = [4,.(23 = A 
TeTi  
wV [ ~, (4,, ~,.)(2,)-4,(~,) = A 
TeT~ 
w~(~e,)(2,)]. 
The correctness formulae W]  (4, ~F, 0)(20) and W v (4, ~, 0)(20) associated with 
the scheme a are obtained as follows. 
/ W~ (4, qt, Q)(20)- -V21' ' '  Vx N ai (t~,, 1Ir 
and 
) w~(4,  ~, O)(2o)-V2~ 9 9 9 v2^, .= ~,(4,., ~,)(2,  . 
The free variables of the above formulae are the unknown input predicate symbols 
43 = (40, 4~ . . . . .  4~), the unknown output predicate symbols ~ = 
(1/r 1/r 1 . . . . .  1/)'N) , the vector t~ of all unknown predicate symbols Q, and Qe and 
the input variables 20 of the main procedure Uo. 
It should be noted that the predicate symbols 4o and ~o play a special role and that 
they are not unknown assertions as the other 41 and ~Fi are, for 1 ~< i ~< N. Indeed, for 
every interpretation or if we want to prove the partial 3-correctness orV-correctness 
of the program (a, or with respect to a given input predicate r and a given predicate 
~b for input 2o = ~ we claim that it is necessary and sufficient o show that the 
formulae 
~ CI) I " " " ~ 4 N 31I)'1" " " 31~ N 3 0 W ~ ( (I), 1IF, 0) (20)  
and 
341. . .  34N3'/A. . .  3~,~30W~ (4, ~, Q)(~0) 
are true under the interpretation ~+ obtained from ~ by assigning r to 4o, ~ to ~0 
and ~T to 20. Equivalently, the program (o~, ~) is partially 3-correct (partially 
V-correct) with respect to input assertion 4~ and ouput assertion ~ for input ~ if and 
only if there exists an assignment of predicates to the input predicate symbols 
4a . . . . .  4N, to the output predicate symbols ~x . . . . .  ~N and to the rest of the 
predicate symbols Qc and Qe, making the above formulae true in the interpretation 
~+. Hence, it is necessary to guess not only the usual inductive assertions Qc, but also 
the procedure invariants Qe, and the input predicate 4; and the output predicate ~'i 
for all procedures a; excluding the main procedure. 
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We observe that for programs without relational assignments or choice-points, the 
notions of 3-correctness and of V-correctness coincide. In this case, we will simply 
use the terminology partial correctness. 
Before proving the main results of this paper, we demonstrate he use of our 
method by means of an example. In the following, a program (0~, ..~) will be 
represented byits scheme, with every function, relation or predicate symbol replaced 
by its interpretation under : (see Fig. 6). 
The set of cutpoints for the main procedure Po consists of: in, a~, a2, a3, bl, b2, b3, 
out .  The role of cl is to make the description of the trees easier. Similarly, the set of 
cutpoints for procedure Px consists of: in, a, b, out .  Again, c is not a cutpoint and its 
role is to simplify the task of describing the trees. 
The set of trees associated with the main procedure Po is composed of the four 
trees: 
a3 ~ "~ a2 "Nb az i out Ip out  
The set of trees associated with procedure P1 is composed of the two trees: 
/~ out 
~ c 
out  
The input assertion attached to the entry of the main procedure is ~b (xl, x2)- xl, 
x2~to, where to denotes the set of nonnegative integers. The output assertion 
attached to the exit of the main procedure is
~/(x l ,  x2, z )  --- if  x l  = x2 then  z = x2! e l se  
if x~ > x2 then  z = (x2 + 1)! e l se  z = x l  !, 
where x~! denotes the function factorial. 
To the entry of procedure P~ is attached the formula A(x) and to the exit of 
procedure Px is attached the formula B (x, z). 
The formulae attached to the cutpoints a~, a2, a3, bl, b2, b3 are: 
Q~(xl, X2, Yl) ~ CI(X1, X2, Yl) A A(yl), 
Qba(xl, x2, Yl, y2) ~ Cl(Xl ,  x2, y2) ^ B (yh  Y2), 
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Qa2(X1, X2, Yl) ~ C2(x1, x2, yl) A A(yl),  
Qb2(Xl, X2, Yl, Y2) ~ C2(xi, x2, Yl) A B(yl, Y2), 
Qa3(xl, x2, Yl) - C3(xl, x2, Yl) A A(yl),  
Qba(Xl, X2, Yl, Y2) ~ C3(Xl, X2, Yl) A B(yl ,  Y2). 
The formulae attached to the cutpoints a and b are: 
Qa(X, yl)=C(x, yl) AA(yl), Qb(x, yb yE)=C(x, yl) AB(yl, y2). 
C1, C2, C3 and C are procedure invariants. 
We have six verification conditions corresponding to the six trees listed above: 
Wl(xl, x2) ~ if xl = x2 then Cl(Xh x2, x2) A A(x2) else if xl > x2 
then C2(Xl, x2, x2 + 1) n A(x2 + 1) else 
C3(xl, x2, xl) A A(xl), 
W2(xb x2)=VylVy2[C3(xl, 2, Yl) A B(yl ,  Y2) ~ ~o(Xl, x2, Y2)], 
W3(X1, X2) ~ VylVY2[C2(x1, x2, Yl) A B(yl ,  Y2) ~ 1/:0(Xl, X2, Y2)], 
W4(Xl, x2)~-VylVYE[CI(X1, x2, Yl) ^ B(yl ,  Y2) ~ l/)'o(xl, x2, Y2)], 
Ws(x) - if x > 0 then C(x ,  x - 1) n A (x - 1) else B (x, 1), 
W6(x)--VylVyE[C(x, y l )n B(yl ,  Y2) ~ B(x, Y2 * x)]. 
The correctness formula associated with the program is: 
W(A, B, C1, C2, C3, C, x1, x2) 
~ [~o(Xl, x2) = Wl(Xl, x2) ^  W2(x1, x2) ^  W3(x1, x2) ^  W4(x1, x2)] 
A Vx[A(x) = Ws(x) A W6(x)]. 
We claim that the program (Po, P1) is partially correct with respect o the input 
predicate ~b and the output predicate g, for all input, if and only if the formula 
3A3BBCI3C23C33CVxlVx2W(A,B, C1  C2, C3, xl, x2) is true in the inter- 
pretation J+  obtained from J by assigning ~b to qbo and ~ to ~0. Let us consider the 
following assignment of predicates: 
A(x) -x~O,  B(x ,z) - -z=x! ,  
C(x, yl) -- (yl = x - 1) ^  (x > 0), 
Cl(xl, x2, yl) - (yl = x2) ^  (x~ = x2), 
C2(xl, x2, yl) - -  (yl = x2+ 1) a (Xl > x2), 
C3(x~, x2, y~)-- (y~ = x~) ^  (x~ < x2). 
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The verification that the above assignment makes the correctness formula true is 
straightforward. Let us check, for instance, that Vx~Vx2 W3(x~, X2)  and VxW6(x ) are  
true in 5 ~§ We have to prove that the formulae written below are true in the domain 
of the integers: 
VXlVX2Vy lVy2[ (yx  = x2 + 1) ^ (x l  > x2) ^  (y2 = y l  !) ~ if X 1 ..L X2 then  
Y2 = X2 ! e l se  if x I > x2 then Y2 = (x2 q- 1) ! e l se  Y2 = x 1 !] 
and 
VxVylVy2E(yl = x - 1) A (x > 0) A (Y2 = Y1!) ~ (Y2 * X = X !)]. 
The first formula is obviously true and the second formula follows from the identity 
x! = x * (x -  1)!, which holds when x is a positive integer. The last identity actually 
amounts to the recursive definition of the function factorial. 
Let us now assume that we ignore the procedure invariants, that is, we assign the 
predicate t rue to C, C1, C2, C3, and let us try to find an assignment of predicates for 
A(x) and B(x, z) making the correctness formula true. We find that there is no such 
choice. Indeed, if we consider, say, 
W2(xl, x2) - VylVyE[Ca(xl, x2, yl) ^  B(yl ,  y2) ~ k~o(Xl, x2, y2)], 
since true is assigned to C3 and B(yl ,  Y2) is independent of xl and x2, the only way to 
make VxlVxEVy~Vy2W2(xl, 2) true is to choose B - fa l se ,  but then, 
Vx W5 (x)  - Vx  [if x > 0 then  C (x, x - 1) ^ A (x - 1) e lse  B (x, 1)] 
is false. Therefore, even though the program is partially correct with respect o the 
predicates ~b and ~b,, we are unable to prove it by our method, if we ignore the 
procedure invariants. Similarly, if we ignore the input and output formulae A(x) and 
B(x, z), this time, since C, C1, C2 and C3 are independent of Y2, there is no choice for 
C, C1, C2, C3 making the correctness formula true. This example shows that both the 
input and output assertions assigned to the procedures (excluding the main one) and 
the procedure invariants are necessary if we want our verification method to be 
complete. 
We will now prove in detail that our method is both consistent and complete. 
Consistency will be proved in Section 7 and completeness in Section 8. The main 
theorem that will be established is the following. 
Theorem 6.3.2. For every program (a, 5~), where o~ is a scheme o~ = (So, O~1, 9 9 - ,  t~N)  
with main procedure ao, for every input predicate ~ ( ~ ) and output predicate ~O( Y,, ~ ), we 
have the following: 
(1) (o~, 5 ~) is partially 3-correct with respect to qb(Y~ ) and ~O(Y,, ~) for all input, if and 
only if there exists an extension 5~§ of the interpretation ~r obtained by assigning qb to 
~o, ~b to gto, and predicates to the predicate symbols ~1 . . . . .  4~N, ~F~ . . . . .  !IrN and Q, 
making the formula VY, W~ (qb, gt, O)(~) true in ~+. 
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(2) (a, ~r is partially V-correct with respect to d~(Y) and ~(~, ~) for all input, if and 
only if there exists an extension ~r of the interpretation 5~ obtained as in (1) making the 
formula VYW v (~, qt, 0)(~) true in 5 ~+. 
We now turn to the proof of the if part of the theorem. 
7. Soundness of the inductive assertion method 
Let (a, 5~) be a program with underlying scheme a = (ao, Os . . . . .  Os , with main 
procedure or0 and let ~b(Y) and ~O(.~, ) be the input and output predicates respec- 
tively. In order to prove the if part of Theorem 6.3.2, we have to establish a number 
of lemmas. Before stating our results, it is convenient to introduce the following 
terminology. 
Definition 7.1. Given a program (a, 5~), an input predicate 4b and an output 
predicate ~O, we define the extension ~+ of the interpretation 5 ~ as the interpretation 
obtained by assigning ~b to ~0, r to gto, predicates ~b~ to the input predicate symbols 
~ (1 ~< i ~<N), predicates ~O; to the output predicate symbols qt (1 ~< i ~<N), predi- 
cates qr to the predicate symbols (~r and predicates q~ to the predicate symbols Oe. 
Lemma 7.2. For every procedure ai, 0 <<- i <~ N, for every tree T with root ~ belonging to 
the set of trees associated with procedure ai, for every state (~ ~), if qe(~ ~) holds, then 
we have the following property : 
I f  V.~W~-(~i)(Y) holds in 5 ~+, then either all execution paths with root ~ are 
FA ILURE paths, or there exists a SUCCESS path ~rfrom the root ~ to a leaf c of the tree 
T such that q~(~ r holds at c for the output state Ol associated with re. 
Proof. If the root ? of the tree T is the entry of procedure ai, we have W~(gtl)($) =-- 
- 3 -t 
R~.(~) and otherwise we have W~-(gti)(~)=V~(Oe(Y, y) Re (x, ~)). In either case, 
since qe(~ -~) is assumed to hold as well as VJTW~-(qtl)(.~), re3 (~,- ~) holds In' 5~ +, where 
3 re denotes the interpretation of R~ in 5 ~+. Consequently, we prove the following 
claim by induction on the depth of subtrees in T. 
Claim. For every node c in the tree T, if rff (~ ~) holds at c, either all execution paths 
from c are FA ILURE paths or there exists a SUCCESS path rr from c to a leaf c' of 
the tree T, such that q~,(~ ~1) holds at c' for the output ~1 associated with rr. 
The claim is proved by induction on the depth of the subtree t rooted at c. The 
proof proceeds from bottom up. 
rc (~:, ~) holds by Basis of the induction: Let c be a leaf of the tree T. Since 3 - 
hypothesis and qc(~ ~) = rff (~ r~), the claim holds trivially. 
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Induction step: The subtree rooted at c can be either of the form 
or of the form 
r 
where k I>2 and t', t l , . . . ,  tk are subtrees, the cases t '=c l ,  ta =c l  . . . . .  tk =Ck 
included. 
In the first case, e can be labeled with either a functional assignment, a relational 
assignment, a filter test or a null statement. We consider the subcases: 
(i) Edge e is labeled with a functional assignment of the form 37 ~f(s  37). Then, 
we know that R~ (~, 37) is given by the identity R~ (~, - 3 - _ y) -- R c~ (x, f (x,  37)). Since the 
interpretation 8 (f) of f in ~r247 is a total function, there is a unique execution path from 
c to cl with output y n2=8( f ) (~ ~) and since 3 - = rc (sr ~) holds by hypothesis, 
3 - -  3 re1 (~:, ~2) = rc (~ ~) holds at cl. We conclude the proof by applying the inductive 
hypothesis to the subtree t' whose depth is less than that of t. 
(ii) Edge e is labeled with a relational assignment of the form yl ~F(~,  37). As we 
are in the 3-case, R~(~,37) 3371(F(~, 37, 371) ~ - =- ^R l (x ,  371)). Since by hypothesis 
3 - r~ (~ ~) holds at c, there exists ~ such that 8(F) (~ ~, ~t) holds and r~ (s r ~1) holds at 
c~. But then, there exists an execution path -rr~ from c to c~ with yt = ~ and such that 
r~l (~, ~1) holds at ct. By the inductive hypothesis, either all execution paths with root 
ct are FA ILURE paths, or there exists a SUCCESS path ~r2 from cl to a leaf c' of the 
tree such that q~,(~, ~2) holds at c" for  the output state ~2. Therefore, either all 
execution paths with root c are FA ILURE paths, or the path zr~zr2 has the desired 
properties, which concludes the inductive step. 
3 - (iii) Edge e is labeled with a filter test of the form p($, 37). Then, R~ (x, 37)- 
(p(s 37) D R~I (s 37)). If 8(p)(g, ~) is false, c is a FA ILURE node. Otherwise, there is 
3 - an execution path from c to cl and since r~ (~:, ~) holds and 8(p)(~ - 3 77) holds, r~ (~ ~) 
also holds at c~. The proof is concluded by applying the inductive hypothesis to the 
subtree t'. 
(iv) Edge e is labeled with a null statement. This case is trivial since R~ (x, y ) -  
3 - 
R~ (x, 37). 
In the second case, either c corresponds to a binary test, or it is a choice-point. We 
examine the two subcases. 
(v) Node c is a choice-point with exactly k ~> 2 successors. As we are in the 
3 - 
3-case, Rc (x, 37)- ~/k=l R~ (s 37). Since all edges with source c are either labeled 
with functional assignments or relational assignments and since by hypothesis 
3 - r, (~, ~) holds, there exists some], 1 ~<]~<k, such that r~(~, ~) holds and there is an 
execution path from c to ci. But then, applying the reasoning of (i) and (ii), we have 
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3 - that rcj(~:, 4J) holds at ci for the output t/j of an execution path from c to cj. We 
conclude the proof by applying the inductive hypothesis to the subtree tj exactly as in 
case (ii). 
- 5t  
(vi) Node c corresponds to a binary test. Then, R ~ (~, 37) -- if p (s y) then R ca (x, 3 7) 
3 - 
else Rc~(x, 37). If 8(p)(~ 4) is true, there is an execution path from c to ca and 
r~ (~, r~) holds at ca and otherwise, there is an execution path from c to ca and 
3 - 
rc~(~:, 4) holds at c2. The rest of the proof follows by applying the inductive 
hypothesis to the subtree rooted at ca or to the subtree rooted at c2. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 7.2. 
We also have a similar lemma applying to partial V-correctness. 
Lemma 7.3. For every procedure o~, 0 <~ i <<- N, for every tree T with root ~ belonging to 
the set Ti of trees associated with procedure ai, for every state (~ 4), if qe(~ 4) holds, 
then we have the following property: 
I f  V ~ W v ( ~i ) ( 7, ) holds in 5~ +, then, for every execution path ~r from the root ~ to a leaf 
c in the tree T, qc(~ 4a) holdsforthe outputstate 41 atc. 
Proof.  The proof is similar to that of Lemma 7.2. We prove the following claim. 
r c (~r 4) holds at c, then for every SUCCESS Claim. For every node c in the tree T, if v - 
execution path ,r from c to a leaf c', qc'(~, 4a) holds at c' for the output 4a of ~r. 
The proof of the claim only differs from the previous proof in cases (ii) and (v) and 
the easy modifications are left to the reader. 
We note that the proof showed that, if the tree does not contain filter tests, then all 
execution paths are SUCCESS paths, which is not surprising since T being a tree, 
there are no loops, and as our interpretations are total, the execution of every 
statement is defined9 
We prove the soundness of our method by using the unfoldment graph a0 v of, the 
main procedure of a scheme o~. First, it is necessary to examine more closely the 
structure of execution paths in the unfoldment graph a0 v, which is the object of the 
next two lemmas. 
Lemma 7.4. Given a scheme a = (a0, oL 1 . . . . .  oz~v), for every i, 0 <<- i <<- N, every path Ir 
9 V m the unfoldment graph oti can be uniquely written as the concatenation ~r= Irl 9 9 9 ~r~ 
of subpaths ~rj, where each subpath ~rj in a v is isomorphic to a subpath zr~. existing in a 
tree T associated with some procedure ~,,j, as defined in Step 3 o/Algorithm 6.3.1. 
Proof. We know that for every path ~r in the unfoldment graph a v, there exists some 
n/> 1 such that ~r exists in an isomorphic opy of the graph a ~n). We prove the lemma 
_ ( . )  
by induction on the smallest integer n 1> 1 such that ~" belongs to (a copy) of ,~ i 9 If 
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n = 1, the lemma is obvious by definition of the set T~ of trees associated with a~. If 
n t> 1, since a l  '~) = ot t"-l) o a~ and n is the least integer such that zr belongs to a copy 
of a~ "), ~r must be of the form ~r = ~'~'~rr2 ' 9 9 7"gk~k'l'rk+l, where each ~-j is a (possibly 
(n--l) 
r and each ~i is a path in a copy of some a,,~ . But null) path in the graph of a~ in a 
then, the inductive hypothesis applies to each ~?i and to each ~r i, which establishes the 
induction step. 
Let  a~ = a~ and c~7 +~ = a ~ o a~(n >1 1). We also have the fol lowing lemma. 
Lemma 7.5. For every path ~r in the unfoldment graph a v, let n be the smallest integer 
such that 7r belongs to an isomorphic opy oral  "). Every subpath ~r i of ~r as defined in 
Lemma 7.4 either belongs to the copy of ai in o~ I~ = a ~'-~) o o~i, or n >I 2 and there exists 
a unique integerp with 1 <~p <~n - 1, such thato~ "~ = (a~o '~-~) . . . . .  a~ -~)  o a~ and ~r i 
belongs to the copy of some o~,~ in at,~J~ = ot t"-p-~) o am~, with 0 <<-m~ <~ N. 
Proof .  If n =1,  the lemma is obvious. Otherwise, we have c~l "~ = 
(~<0 " -n  . . . . .  c~ -~)  o ~ and either ~rj belongs to the copy of ~ or zrj- belongs to the 
(n--l) copy of a,,~ for some m i, 0 <~ mi <~ N. In the first case, the lemma holds. In the 
second case, by the inductive hypothesis,  either ~r i belongs to the copy of ~,,~ in 
a ~-nm, = o~ ~-2~ o oz,~ and the lemma holds with p = 1 or we have the following. There  
~n-~) = o~n-o-~ q and for some exists some (unique) q, 1 ~<q ~< n -2 ,  such that a,,~ o a,,~ 
a,,j, zr i belongs to the copy of a,~ in a t,,-q-2~ o 0%. But we have 
(n--q--l) (ofq o ol i )  = Ol (n - -q -1 )  o ol q+ l (~) = (c~ ~' -q -1 )  o a q )  o a i  = a ~ Oti 
and the lemma holds with p = q + 1. Therefore,  the proof  is complete.  
Since every node n in the unfo ldment  graph a v is a copy of a node n'  in some 
procedure cei, we associate to every node n in o~ v corresponding to a cutpoint an 
assertion Q,  defined as follows: 
- If n corresponds to a cutpoint n'  which is neither just before nor just after a 
procedure call, Q ,  is the assertion Q,,, attached to n'. 
- If n corresponds to the source of an edge e in some aj and e is labeled with a 
procedure call Pk(U; v), the assertion Q,  attached to n is Qe(fi, w) ^  ~k(tT). 
- If n corresponds to the target of an edge e in some ai and e is labeled with a 
procedure call Pk(U; V), the assertion Q,, attached to n is Qe(tT, ~)A ~'k (tT, ZT). 
We are now ready for the proof  of the soundness of our method.  We prove two 
lemmas, one for partial 3-correctness and the other for V-correctness. 
Lemma 7.6. Let (~, &) be a program and qb and ~ be the input and output predicates 
respectively. For every input ~, if there exists an extension ~r + of the interpretation ~rand 
the formula W~ ( ~, ~r, Q )(~) is true in ~r then (~, ~r is partially 3-correct for input ( 
with respect o qb and ~b. 
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Proof. Assume that 05 (~) holds, since otherwise partial 3-correctness is trivial. If the 
execution tree E(a  v, 3~)(~) contains an infinite execution path or a FA ILURE path, 
then (or, 3~) is partially 3-correct for input ~ with respect o 05 and ~. Otherwise, all 
execution paths for input ~ are SUCCESS paths. We prove that among these 
SUCCESS paths, there exists a path for wich ~(~ r~) holds for the output state 
associated with that path. Such a path zr will be defined inductively using Lemma 7.2. 
This path rr will have the following property: for every prefix ~r' of ~r of the form 
~r' = r 9 9 9 rrk, with the zrj defined as in Lemma 7.4, if the source of 1r i is denoted'ci_l 
and its target ci, then, for all i, 0 ~< i ~ k, the assertion attached to ci in the unfoldment 
graph a v holds for the current values of the variables at ci. 
For every subpath ~r~., the subpath ~r} isomorphic to zr i defined in Lemma 7.4 
belongs to a tree denoted T/. We now define ~r inductively. Since every execution 
path for input ~is a SUCCESS path, considering the tree To with root the entry of the 
main procedure and applying Lemma 7.2, there exists a SUCCESS path zr~ in To 
such that qcl(~ 41) holds at a leaf c~ of To for the output state ~1. Then, the 
v corresponding path rr~ from Co to cl in the unfoldment graph ao can be taken as a 
prefix of 17". Assume that a prefix zrl 9 9 9 Zrk of ~r has been defined up to this point. By 
Lemma 7.5, Zrk belongs to the copy of a procedure ah whose entry will be denoted Ch 
(0 ~< h ~< k). There are three cases. 
Case 1: Node c~, is the source of an edge e in ah labeled with a procedure call 
P,, (t~; t3). 
Since the assertion attached to c~ is of the form Oe(a, }~) ^  ~m(tT), by inductive 
hypothesis 05,, (8) holds for the current values ~ of the variables t7 at Ck. The cutpoint 
c ~, corresponding toCk is also the root of a tree Tk + ~ in procedure a,,, and since 05,, (~) 
and W~ (tp, ~, Q)(~:) hold in 3 ~+, we can infer that W 3 (~,,)(d) holds in ,r Since Tk+l 
zr~ 9 9 9 Zrk is the prefix of a SUCCESS execution path, by Lemma 7.2, there exists a 
path ' ~rk+l from c~, to a leaf ' in the tree Tk+~ and the assertion attached to ' Ck+l Ck+l 
and thus to ck+l in the unfoldment graph O~o v holds for the current values of the 
variables. 
Case 2: Node c~ is neither the source nor the target of an edge labeled with a 
procedure call. 
Then, the cutpoint c~ corresponding tock is the root of a tree Tk+l in procedure oth. 
The input predicate 05h attached to the entry Ch of procedure O~h olds for the values 8 
of the input variables at Ch. As in Case 1, we can infer that Wrk+, (~h)(8) holds, 
which implies that there exists a path zr~+~ from c~, to a leaf c~+1 of the tree Tk+l and 
the assertion attached to c~+~ holds for the current values of the variables. We have 
two subcases: 
(i) Node c~,+1 is not the exit of procedure ah. Then, the assertions attached to Ck+l 
and c~,+1 are identical and the proof of this case is complete. 
(ii) Node c~,+~ is the exit of procedure ah. If O~ h is the main procedure, the path 
rr~ . . .  rrk+~ is the path zr and the lemma is established. Otherwise, the assertion 
attached to the exit c~+~ of Off h is the output predicate Oh. But the procedure invariant 
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attached to the entry and the exit of procedure Oth holds at c~,+l since it holds at c~, by 
the inductive hypothesis. Therefore, the assertion attached to Ck+l holds for the 
current values of the variables. 
Case 3: Node c~, is the target of an edge e in Oth labeled with a procedure call 
Pro(t7; ~). Then, c~, is the root of a tree Tk+l in O~ h and the rest of the proof is similar to 
that of the previous cases. 
Since every execution path for input ( is  a SUCCESS path, the construction of the 
path ~r must eventually halt and the proof of Lemma 7.6 is complete. 
We also have the following lemma corresponding to partial V-correctness. 
Lemma 7.7. For every input ~ if there exists an extension `9 + of the interpretation `9as 
in Lemma 7.6 and the formula W v (~, ~, Q)(~) is true in ` 9+, then (a, ` 9) is partially 
V-correct for input ~ with respect o ~ and ~b. 
Proof. From Lemma 7.4, every SUCCESS execution path zr for input ~ can be 
uniquely written as ~- = zrl 9 9 9 7rk. We prove by induction on k that for all i, 0 ~< i ~< k, 
the assertion attached to ci holds for the current values of the variables. The proof is 
similar to that of the previous lemma, using Lemma 7.3 instead of Lemma 7.2. 
Theorem 7.8. Let (o~, `9) be a program and qb and ~b e the input and output predicates 
respectively. Let ` 9§ be an extension of the interpretation `9 obtained by assigning ~b to 
~bo, ~ to ~o, predicates ~b~ to ~i, predicates ~b~ to ~i, predicates qc to the predicate symbol 
Q~ and predicates qe to the predicate symbols Q~. The following implications hold: 
(1) I f  V~W~ (~, ~F, Q)($) holds in ` 9+, then (~, `9) is partially 3-correct with respect 
to ~ and r 
(2) I f  V $W v ( ~, ~F, Q )(Y~ ) holds in ` 9+, then (~, `9) is partially V-correct with respect 
to ~b and ~. 
Proof. We only prove (1), the proof of (2) being similar. Assume that 
V~W~ (~, aF, O)(~) holds in ` 9+. For every input ~ since W~ (~, ~', O)(~:) holds, by 
Lemma 7.6 (a, ` 9) is partially 3-correct for input ~with respect to ~b and ~b. Since this 
is true for all input, (o~, .9) is partially :l-correct with respect o 4' and ~. 
The completeness of the method is carried out in the next section. 
8. Completeness of the inductive assertion method 
To show the completeness of our method, it suffices to produce an assignment of 
input predicates ~b; to the predicate symbols ~,  of output predicates ~b,. to the 
predicate symbols ~,  of predicates qc to the predicate symbols Oc and of predicate qe 
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to the predicate symbols Q~ such that, if the program (o~, J )  is partially 3-correct with 
respect o ~b and to, Vs (~, ~, Q)(s holds in the extension 5 ~§ of the inter- 
pretation 5~, obtained by assigning ~b to ~o, to to 1/'o and other predicates as in the 
assignment described above (and similarly for V-correctness). The particular choice 
of predicates that we present now is obtained informally speaking by pushing 
backward the output predicates attached to procedures. There is a dual choice 
obtained by pushing forward the input predicates, but we will not pursue further this 
possibility in this section. In this section the symbol ~bo is sometimes used for th' and 
the symbol too for to in order to handle all input output predicates together. 
The choice of input and output predicates i the same for partial 3-correctness and 
partial V-correctness, and is as follows: 
For all i, 1 ~< i ~< N, let 
and 
q~i ---- t rue  
~O~---B(o~i, 5~), the input output relation computed by procedure o~. 
Therefore, we have to guess the relations computed by the procedures ot~, 
excluding the main procedure for which the input predicate ~b and the output 
predicate to are already specified. Let R denote the N- tuple 
(B(al, or . . . . .  B(aN, or The predicates chosen in the other cases depend on the 
type of partial correctness and we first give the choice for 3-correctness. 
Choice of inductive assertions for" partial 3-correctness. For every procedure a~, 
0 ~< 1 ~< N, and for every cutpoint c distinct from the entry or the exit of procedure a~ 
and such that c is not just before or just after a procedure call, q~ is defined by the 
equivalence: For all ~ for all 4, q~(~ 4) holds if and only if ~bi(~) holds and either 
there is a FAILURE execution path or an infinite execution path starting at c with 
s = ~?and )7 = 4 or there exists a SUCCESS execution path such that toz(~ 42) holds 
for the output 42 of that path. 
For every edge e in procedure a~, 0 ~< 1 ~< N, where e is labeled with a procedure 
call, qe is defined as follows. 
For all ~', for all 4, qe (~, 4) holds if and only if ~b~(~) holds and either there is a 
FAILURE execution path or an infinite execution path starting at 6 the source of e 
with ~i = ~and ff = 4 or there exists a SUCCESS path such that to~(~, 42) holds for the 
output 42 of that path. 
Choice of inductive assertions for partial V-correctness. For every procedure oti, 
0 ~< i ~< N, for every cutpoint c distinct from the entry or the exit of procedure ai and 
such that c is not just before or just after a procedure call, qc is defined as follows. For 
all ~ for all 4, qc(~, 4) holds if and only if ~bi(~) holds, and for every SUCCESS 
execution path starting at c with ~ = ~ and )7 = 4, toi(~ 42) holds for the output 42 of 
that path. 
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For every edge e in procedure a~, 0 ~< i <~ N, where e is labeled with a procedure 
call, q, is defined as follows. For all ~ for all 4, q,(~ 4) holds if and only if ~bi(~) holds, 
and for every SUCCESS execution path starting at 6 the source of e with t7 = ~ and 
= 4, ~bi(~ 42) holds for the output ~2 of that path. 
It is convenient for stating our results to give the following definition. 
Def in i t ion  8.1. Let (a, ` 9) be a program and 4, and ~ be an input predicate and an 
output predicate. The extension `9~ of the interpretation `9 is the interpretation 
obtained by assigning ~b to ~0, ~b to ~F0, the choice of input and output predicates 
given above to the predicate symbols ~ and ~i (I~<i~<N) and the choice of 
predicates given above for the I-case to the predicate symbols Qc and Q~. Similarly, 
`gv is the extension of the interpretation `9 obtained as in the I-case but using the 
choice of predicates given for the V-case. 
The completeness of our method is proved in two lemmas. 
Lemma 8.2. Let (a, ` 9) be a program and dp and ~b e an input and an outputpredicate. 
Then we have the following. I f  (a, .9) is partially 3-correct with respect to d~ and t~, then 
the formula V2W] (q~, gt, Q)(s is true in the extension `93. 
Proof .  S ince  - 3 VxoW~ (~, ~, O)(s is the conjunction 
Vs (~, gt~)(s for 0 <<-i<~N and we have 
- 3 
of the formulae 
it suffices to prove that for all i, 0 ~< i <~N, for all trees T in the set Ti of trees 
associated with procedure a~, for every input ~ if ~b~(~) holds then W~-(qt~)(~) holds in 
`93. We also know that if the root ~ of the tree T is the entry of procedure ot~, then 
W~-(gt~)(~) --- R~ (s and otherwise, W~-(~,.)(~;) ---V)7(Q~(~, )7) = Re 3 (s For 
every procedure ot~, 0<~ i <~ N, for every tree T associated with a;, for every node c in 
the tree T we shall define below a predicate k~ and prove the following claim. 
Claim. If (a, ` 9) is partially 3-correct for input (with respect to ~b and ~, then, for all 
4, if k~(~ 4) holds, then r~(~, 4) holds in ` 93. 
The predicates kc are defined in the following way: We have three subcases. 
Case 1 : Node c is the entry of a procedure t~,.. For all input ~ kc(~) holds if and 
only if the program (t~i, `9) with main procedure o~i s partially 3-correct for input 
with respect o ~bi and ~0;. 
Case 2: Node c is the exit of a procedure ~i. Then kc is equivalent to ~0~. 
Case 3: Node c is neither the entry nor the exit of a procedure. Then, for all (~ 4), 
k~((, 4) holds if and only if ~b/(~) holds and either there exists an infinite execution 
path, or a FAILURE path, or a SUCCESS path such that ~O~(~ 42) holds for the 
output 4~ of that path, where all execution paths start from c with $ = ~ and y = r/. 
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Now, since (a, 5~) is assumed to be partially 3-correct with respect o ~b and 0 for 
all input, we can derive the following conclusions from the claim: 
(i) If c is the entry of a procedure o~i, then by the definition of k,, W~-(gt~)(~) ----
r~ (() holds since r~ (() holds by the claim. 
(ii) If c is neither the entry nor the exit of a procedure and c is not just before nor 
just after a procedure call, since k~--qc, W~-(gti)(~) holds. 
(iii) If c is just after a procedure call, we prove that the logical implication q, = k~ 
holds, which implies that W~-(gt~)(~) holds. In the present case, we know 'that 
Q~(Y, 37) - Q, (t7, ~) A gti(ti, t3), where Q, is the procedure invariant associated with e, 
t7 and 5 are respectively the actual input parameters and actual output parameters of
the procedure call, 9 is the rest of the variables and ti and # are unchanged by the 
procedure call. Let the values of tT, 5, ~ at c be ~ = d, z7 = 6, ~ = d and let 6 be the 
source of e. By definition of q~ and Oi, if q~(~ 4) holds at c then (r e R i and there 
exists an execution path ~r from ~ with ti = ti and ~ = d in the underlying raph of the 
program (o~, 5~) such that, either ~- is a FA ILURE path or an infinite path, or ~r is a 
SUCCESS path and ~(~, 43) holds for some output state 43. But then, ~r is of the 
form ~r = ezr~ where ~r~ is an execution path from c with t7 = ~, z7 =/~ and ~ --- a7 and 
having the same properties as ,r. But then, kc (t7 u b u d) holds by definition. 
Therefore, it only remains to prove the claim. The proof proceeds by induction of 
the depth of the subtree rooted at c. 
Proof of the claim. If c is a leaf of the tree T, we have three subcases: 
(i) Node c is not the exit of a procedure nor the source of a procedure call. Then, 
3 - ::1 
Rc (x, 37)-- Q~(i, 37), kc -q~ and since k~(~ 4) is assumed to hold, r, (~ ~) holds. 
3 - (ii) Node c is the exit of procedure ai (O<-i<~N). Then, Rc (x, ~?)--- gti(i, ;?), 
k, -= 0i and since k~ (~ 4) is assumed to hold, r,a (~:,- 4) holds. 
3 - (iii) Node c is the source of a procedure call. Since Rc(x, 37)=Q,(gt, ff~)- 
Qe(a, #)  ^  ~(t i ) ,  and with our choice ~bi - t rue ,  we have rc ---qe. But it is obviotis by 
definition of q, and k, that the logical implication k~ ~ q~ holds, and so rc holds at c. 
If c is not a leaf of the tree T, then the subtree rooted at c is either of the form 
or of the form 
c 
c~c/_.~__.~ - - .  g/lk~(k~2 ) 
(i) Edge e is labeled with a functional assignment 37 *-f(~, 37). Since 8(f) is a total 
function, there is a unique execution path from c to cl, and r/2 = 6(f)(~, 4) at cl. Since 
kc(~ 4) is assumed to hold, if there is an execution path from c which is a FA ILURE 
path or an infinite path, there must be an execution path from cl which is a 
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FA ILURE path or an infinite path, and then, by definition of k~,, k~,(s~ 2) holds. 
::1 _ 
Applying the inductive hypothesis, r~a,(~O2) holds, and since Rc(x,)7) -  
R~ 1 (.f, f(s )7)), r~ a (~, ~) holds as desired. If there exists a SUCCESS path r from c 
such that q~(~ ~a) holds for some output state */3, then ~" is of the form ~r = ezr~ and 
we see that r satisfies the conditions for kc,(~ ~2) to hold. Applyingthe inductive 
hypothesis, r~, (~ ~2) holds, and the rest of the proof is identical. 
(ii) Edge e is labeled with a relational assignment yl ~F(x ,  y). Since 8(F) is a 
total relation, every execution path from c passes through cx. If there is an execution 
path from c which is a FA ILURE path or an infinite path, there must be an execution 
path from c~ which is a FA ILURE path or an infinite path, and as in case (i) we can 
conclude that k~(~ fi2) holds and therefore, a - r~, (sr T~2 ) holds for the state ~2 at cl. If 
there exists a SUCCESS path from c such that ~bi(~ ~3) holds for some state ~3, we 
can show as in case (i) that 3 -  3 -  rc~(~,fi2) holds at cl. But R , (x ,~) - -  
- 2D = l  _ 3)71(F(~, )7, yl) R~ (x,)71)), and since there exists an execution path with )71 = ~2 at 
cl such that 8(F)(~ ~, ~z) 3 - 3 ^ r~l (~:, ~2) holds~ r~ (~ ~) holds at c as desired. 
(iii) Edge e is labeled with a filter test p(s If 8(p)(~ ~)=false,  since 
R~ (s ~ (p(s ~ Rc~ (s 3 - 9 r~ (s~, ~) holds at c. If 8(p)(~-, ~) = true, every exe- 
cution path from c is of the form r = eTr~, and by a reasoning similar to that of the 
: : I  - -  
previous cases we can show that r~, (~, ~) holds, and so r~ (s ~, ~) holds. 
(iv) Node c is a choice point. Assume that there are exactly k edges with source c, 
ki>2. Since all these edges are labeled either with functional assignments or 
relational assignments, every execution path from c is of the form r = ei~rt for one of 
these edges. By a reasoning similar to that of (i) and (ii), we can show that there exists 
an execution path r passing through some ci with )7 = ~2 and such that %(~ ~2) holds 
at c~-. But since every R~ is obtained from R ~ as in case (i) and (ii) of the algorithm to 
: : l  - 
construct he verification conditions, r~ (~ ~2) also holds and therefore, rc (~:, ~) 
holds since R~(~, )7)= \/k=~ R~(~, )7). 
:::1 _ 
(v) Node c corresponds to a binary test. Since Rff (~, y) ---- if p($, )7) then R, ,  (x,)7) 
- 
else R~(x,  )7), if 8(p)(~, ~)=true ,  we can show as in (i) that ~ - re, (~:, ~) holds, and if 
8(p)(~ ~)=false,  we can show that r~(~ ~) holds, and in both cases rff(~ ~) holds. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 8.2. We have a similar lemma for partial 
V-correctness. 
Lemma 8.3. I f  the program (a, ,~) is partially V-correct with respect o qb and ~b, then 
the formula Vs  v (~, gt, Q)(s is true in the extension s 
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 8.2, but using the following 
choice for the predicates ko There are three subcases. 
Case 1. Node c is the entry of a procedure ai. For all input ~ kc(~) holds if and only 
if the program (o~i, ~) with main procedure a,. is partially V-correct for input ~7 with 
respect o ~b~ and ~b,.. 
Case 2. Node c is the exit of a procedure a~. Then kc is equivalent to ~i. 
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Case 3. Node c is neither the entry nor the exit of a procedure. Then, for all (~ 7]), 
kc(6, ~) holds if and only if ~b;(~) holds and for every SUCCESS execution path zr 
starting from c with s = 6 and 37 = ~, ~O;(~ 2) holds for the output ~2 of ~r. 
The proof of the claim differs only in (ii) and (iv) and is left to the reader. 
Combining the results of Theorem 7.8, Lemma 8.2 and Lemma 8.3, we obtain a 
proof of Theorem 6.3.2 which we restate for convenience. 
Theorem 8.4 (same as Theorem 6.3.2). Let (or, `9) be a program and let r and ~O be the 
input and output predicates respectively. We have the following: 
(1) Program (a, ` 9) is partially 3-correct with respect to r and ~0 if and only if there 
extsts" an extenston" `9 + of the interpretation`9 such that the formula VxW~- ~ (q~, ~, Q)(s 
holds in ` 9+. 
(2) Program (a, ` 9) is partially V-correct with respect to q~ and ~O if and only i[ there 
exists an extension ,9 + of the interpretation `gsuch that the formula VyW v ( qS, ~, Q )(y) 
holds in ` 9+. 
It is easily seen from the proofs that Lemma 8.2 and Lemma 8.3 also hold for fixed 
input, and together with the results of Lemma 7.6 and Lemma 7.7 yield the following 
theorem which will be used in Section 9 to formalize xtension and equivalence. 
Theorem 8.5. Let (o~,`9) be a program and let dp and ~9 be the input and output 
predicates respectively. The following equivalences hoM : 
(1) For every input ~ (o~, `9 ) is partially 3 -correct for input 6 with respect to q~ and ~p if 
and only if there exists an extension `9+ of the interpretation `9 such that the formula 
W~ (q~, ~, Q)(~) holds in ` 9+ for 
(2) For every input ~ ( a, ` 9 ) is partially V-correct for input 6 with respect to & and t# if 
and only if there exists an extension `9+ of the interpretation `9 such that the formula 
W~ (~, ~, 0)(6) holds in ` 9+ for 
It should be noted that Theorems 8.4 and 8.5 are not equivalent, but we need them 
both to formalize total correctness, extension and equivalence. Theorem 8.4 will be 
used to formalize partial and total correctness, and Theorem 8.5 will be used to 
formalize xtension and equivalence. 
9. Applications ofthe main theorem: total correctness, extension, equivalence 
Before stating our results, it is convenient to introduce the following terminology 
borrowed from [30]. 
Definition 9.1. Let (a, ` 9) be a program and ~b and ~O be an input and an output 
predicate. We say that the formula Vs (q~, ~, Q)($) is satisfiable if and only if 
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there exists an extension ~r of the interpretation ~ras defined in Definition 5.4 such 
that - 3 VxW~ (~, gt, Q)(2) is true in ~r247 We say that the formula -3 Vx~ (r ~, Q)(2) is 
unsatisfiable if and only if it is not satisfiable by any extension or +. We say that the 
formula V2W~ (~, ~, Q)(2) is valid if and only if it is satisfiable in all extensions or+. 
The same definitions also apply for the formula V2W v (r ~, Q)(2) corresponding to
the V-case. 
In order to make more obvious the fact that ~o and ~o play a special role, we will 
redefine r as ~ = (r . . . . .  r  and ~ as ~" = (~l ,  9 9  gtN) and write the correct- 
ness formulae as: 
V2W~ (q~o, ~, ~Fo, ~, Q)(2) and - v VxWo (r ~, ~'o, ~, 0)(2). 
Combining Lemma 6.2.5 and Theorem 8.4, we obtain the following theorem, 
formalizing partial correctness, total correctness and termination i  the language of 
the (first-order) predicate calculus. 
Theorem 9.2. For every program (o~, 5~), where ~ is a scheme ol = (ao, al  . . . . .  aN) 
with main procedure ao and ~r is an interpretation, for every input predicate r and every 
output predicate ~b, the following properties hold: 
(1) (a,or is partially 3-correct with respect to qb and ~b if and only if 
u (qbo, ~, qto, qt, Q)(2) is satisfiable. 
(2) (a,~r is partially V-correct with respect to r and t~ if and only if 
V2W v (q~o, r ~o, qt, Q)(2) is satisfiable. 
(3) (04 ~r is totally 3-correct with respect o r and ~ if and only if 
Vx[Oo(X) -W,~ (T, ~, ~o ,  ~, O)(Y)] 
is valid, or equivalently if and only if 
32[q,o(2) ^ w~ (T, ~, -~o, ~, Q)(2)] 
is unsatisfiable. 
(4) (a, or is totally V-correct with respect o r and ~ if and only if 
v2[r = ~ w~ (7, ,~, -~o,  ~, O)(~)] 
is valid, or equivalently if and only if 
32[r m W] (T, ~5,-~o, ~, 0)(2)] 
is unsatisfiable. 
(5) (04 ~r weakly terminates for r if and only if 
V2[tP0(2) = -- W v (T, ~, F, ~, 0)(2)] 
is valid, or equivalently, 
32[qbo(2) A W v (T, ~, F, ~, Q)(2)] 
is unsatisfiable. 
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(6) (a, ` 9) strongly terminates for r if and only if 
v2[$o(,Z) = - (7, 45, F, 0) (2)]  
is valid, or equivalently, 
32[~0(2) ^ W~ (7, ~, F, gt, 0)(2)] 
is unsatisfiable. 
9.2. Extension and equivalence 
Theorem 8.5 also allows us to formalize in (second-order) predicate calculus, 
properties such as extension and equivalence. Because nondeterminism is allowed, 
many definitions are possible, depending on the requirements hat are placed on 
execution paths. The two notions of extension and equivalence that we define below 
have been chosen because they are closely related to partial 3-correctness and partial 
V-correctness, and so, they can be formalized in predicate calculus using Theorem 
8.5. It might be objected that the notion of universal extension defined below is a bit 
unnatural, but the notion of universal equivalence associated with it makes more 
sense and moreover this is the definition which works for proving the theorem. 
Concerning the latter point, it appears that the definition given in [30] is not correct, 
in the sense that it does not imply clause (]) of Theorem 3 in [30]. 
Let (a~, `9) and (a2, `9) be two compatible programs, that is, programs having the 
same input variables and the same output variables. We define the notions of 
existential extension, universal extension, existential equivalence and universal 
equivalence. But first, in order to simplify the definitions and proofs, we redefine the 
semantics of a program using the undefined symbol 3_ for representing the result of 
FAILURE paths or diverging paths. 
Definition 9.3. The relation B(a,`9) computed by a nondeterministic recursive 
program (o~, `9) is defined as follows: 
- (~ ~) 9 B(a,  ` 9) if and only if there is a SUCCESS path with input (and  output ~; 
(~, • ~ B(ot, `9) if and only if there is either a FAILURE path or a diverging path 
for input 
Definition 9.4. (1) (a2, `9) is an 3-extension of (al, ` 9) if, for all input d, for a l l /~  3_ 
such that (8, 6)e B(ax, `9), (8, b)e B(a2, `9). 
(2) (a2,`9) is an V-extension of (a1,`9) if, for all input 8, either (8,• 
B(ot2, `9)(B(ot2, `9) diverges for 8) or (ti, 3_) ~ B(at2, `9) and (~, • r B(O~l, `9) and for 
all 6# 3-, (8,/~) ~ B(al,  ` 9) implies (d, b)E B(ot2, `9). 
(3) (or1, `9) and (a2, `9) are 3-equivalent if and only if (a2, ` 9) 3-extends (al, .9) and 
(al, ` 9) 3-extends (a2, `9). 
(4) (al,  ` 9) and (a2, `9) are V-equivalent if and only if (a2, `9) V-extends (al,  ` 9) and 
(al, ` 9) V-extends (a2, `9). 
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3 v 3 
We use the following notations: ~< for q-extension, ~ for V-extension, --- for 
B-equivalence and ___v for V-equivalence. q-equivalence and V-equivalence can also 
be defined more explicitly as follows: 
(3') (al, off) and (a2, off) are B-equivalent if, for all input ~i, for a l l /7~ _L, (d,/7) 
B(0/1, off) if and only if (a,/7) E B(0/2, off). 
(4') (al, off) and (0/2, off) are V-equivalent if, for all input a, either (ti, l )  E B(a l ,  off) 
and (ti, ,L)EB(0/2, off), or (d, ,L)~B(al ,  off) and (6, ,L)~B(0/2, off) and for all /7# Z, 
(a,/7) E B(0/t, 5)  if and only if (a,/7) E B(0/2, off). 
We note that V-equivalence tells us that (al, off) has a diverging computation for 
input t~, if and only if (0/2, off) has a diverging computation for input ~, but in that case, 
we have no information about the /7#,L such that either (ti, 5)EB(0/~,off) or 
(~, b) E B(a2, off). On the other hand, 3-equivalence only gives information about the 
/7# _L such that (~i,/7) ~ B(al, off) and (ti,/7) E B (0/2, off). This suggests the definition of 
a stronger kind of equivalence, which holds if (0/1, off) and (0/2, off) are at the same time 
3-equivalent and V-equivalent. This strong equivalence is denoted =, and from the 
previous definitions it can be stated in the following way: 
Strong Equivalence: (0~1, off) and (0/2, off) are strongly equivalent if, for all input d, 
(at, off) has a diverging computation for input d if and only if (0/2, off) has a diverging 
computation for input a and, for all /~# _L, (~i,/7) E B(0/1, off) if and only if (~i,/~)E 
B (0/2, off). 
The relationship between 3-extension and partial 3-correctness on one hand, and 
V-extension and partial V-correctness on the other hand, is given by the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 9.5. (1) (0/2, off) is an 3-extension of (0/1, off) if and only if, for all output 
predicates d/, for all inputs a, if (a2, off) is partially V-correct with respect to true and d~ 
for input ~, then (0/~, off) is partially V-correct with respect to true and d/for input ~. 
(2) (a2, off) is an V-extension of (0/t, off) if and only if, for all outputpredicates d/, for 
all inputs ~, if (ax, off) is partially 3-correct with respect o true and d/for input ~, then 
(a2, off) is partially 3-correct with respect to true and d~ for input ~. 
Proof. Formally, (1) can be expressed as: 
3 
(ah off) <~ (~2, off)--Vd/V6[pcV(true, ((~2, off), d/)(6) 
~ pcV(true, (al, off), d/)(D)] (9.1) 
and (2) can be expressed as: 
v 
(al, off) ~< (a2, 5)  ~Vd/Va[pc3(true, (al, off), d/)(a) 
Pca(true, (a2, off), d/)(ti)]. (9.2) 
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We prove the contra-positive of (9.1) and (9.2). We begin with (9.1). The negation 
of the left-hand side of (9.1) can be written as 
(L)': 3a3b"[(5 ~ 1) A ((a, 6) 9 B(aa, Y)) ^  ((a, 5)~ B(az, ,9)]. 
The negation of the right-hand side of (9.1) can be written as 
(R.)': 3~b3a[Vb[(b#,L)^((a,b)eB(otz, J))n~b(a, 6)] 
^ 3b[(b ~ 3_) ^  ((a, b) 9 B(al,  ,,r ^ -~P(a, 6)]]. 
Suppose that (L)' holds. Then if we choose for ~ the predicate ~(~i, 6)---(6r .L)A 
((ti, 6) 9 B(a:,  ~r we see that (R)' holds. Suppose that (R)' holds. Then, there exists 
and bsuch that 6 r  _1_ and (ci, 6) 9 B(al,  or and ff(~i, 6) = false. If (~i, 6) 9 B(a2, or 
using (R)' we have that ~(a, 6)=true, contradicting r 6)=false, so 
(d, 6)~B(a: ,  ~) and (L)' holds for a and/7 as above. Therefore (L)' and (R)' are 
equivalent, and so, (9.1) holds as desired. 
Let us now consider (9.2). The negation of the left-hand side of (9.2) can be written 
as 
(L)': 3~i[((a, -L) ~ B(a:, St)) A [((a, _L) 9 B(al,  5~)) 
v 3b[(b ~ ,L ) ^  ((a, 6) 9 B(a,, ~)) A ((a, 6) r B(a2, or 
The negation of the right-hand side of (ii) can be written as 
(R)': 3~b-la[[((a,_LL) 9 ,L)^((a, 6) 9  1~)]] 
6 [((a, _L) ~ B(a:, 5~)) ^ Vb[(b # _L) ^  ((ti, 6) 9 B(a2, 5~)) = --r 6)]]. 
Suppose that (L)' holds. If (~i, _L)9 B(otx, ~r holds, it suffices to choose ~O ---- false to 
make (R)' true. If (ti,_L)~B(O~l,5~), it suffices to choose ~0(~,6) 
- [ (6~ _L) ^  ((ti, 6) 9 B(o~2, 5~))] to make (R)' true. Suppose that (R)' holds. If (ti, L) 9 
B (a l, ~) holds, since (ti, _L ) ~ B (a2, 5 ~) holds, (L)' holds. If (~i, _L) 9 B (a 1, 5 ~) does not 
hold, there exists a and 6such that 6~ _L and (a, 6) 9 B(al, ..r and ~b(a, 6) = true. If 
(a, 6) 9 B(a~, 5~) holds, using (R)' we see that #~(a, 6) = false, contradicting #~(a, 6) = 
true. Therefore(a, 6)~ B(c~:, 5~) holds, and so (L)' holds as desired. This concludes 
the proof that (9.2) holds, and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
Corollary 9.6. (1) (oq, 5~) is 3-equivalent to (a2, ,9) if and only if, for all ~0, for all a, 
(oq, ,~) is partially V-correct with respect o true and ~/ for input a if and only if (o~2, or 
is partially V-correct with respect o true and q/for input ~. 
(2) (al, 5 t) is V-equivalent to (a2, 5 ~) if and only if, for all ~O, for all a, (al, ~r is 
partially 3 -correct with respect to true and #/for input ~ if and only if (a2, 5 t) is partially 
3-correct with respect o true and ~O for input ~. 
Using Theorem 8.5 and Lemma 9.5, we obtain the following theorem, formalizing 
the various notions of extension and equivalence in the second-order predicate 
calculus. 
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Theorem 9.7. For every pair of compatible programs (al,  ` 9) and (o~2, `9), the follow- 
ing equivalences hold: 
(1) (a2, ,9) 3-extends (eel, `9) if and only if the formula 
VV, oV~[ac,~q, aOw~ (T, &, ~o, r O)(x) 
= a~3~aOW~ (T, 4,, ~o, @, 0)(~)] 
is true in ` 9. 
(2) (a2, `9) V-extends (Otl, `9) if and only if the formula 
VVZoV,~[acpaq,,aOw~ (T, 4,, ,Co, r 0)(~) 
=aqbaWaOW~ (T, ~, qzo, ~z, (~)(.f)] 
is true in ` 9. 
(3) (al, .9) is 3-equivalent to (~2, `9) if and only if the formula 
V~oV.~[3~3 ~a(~W v (T, ,~, ~o, ~, O)(-~) 
-ar aOW~ (T, ~, ~o, r 0)(~)] 
is true in ` 9, 
(4) (C~l, ,9) is V-equivalent to (o~2, `9) i[ and only if the formula 
v~ovz[a(p3 ~ aOw ~, ( T, ,i,, V,o, @, O)(~) 
-a~3~eaOW~(T, ~, ~0, @, 0)(~)] 
is true in ` 9. 
Note that the formulae involved are second-order formulae and that it is not 
possible to eliminate the second-order existential quantifiers as we did in Theorem 
9.2. We refer the interested reader to [11, 12] for examples illustrating the above 
methods. 
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